
A GENERALIZATION OF K. T. CHEN'S INVARIANTS

FOR PATHS UNDER TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
BY

H. H. JOHNSON(i)

In a series of papers [1; 2; 3; 4], K. T. Chen introduced and studied certain

infinite series of numbers associated with paths in Euclidean n-space. These

numbers were invariants under translations, and in [4] he proved that they

uniquely characterize paths under translations.

This paper's purpose is investigating similar path invariants for other trans-

formation groups. Integral invariants are studied using prolongations in the

context of C. Ehresmann's "jets" [5].

A general discussion of the ideas involved is given in §1. §2 is devoted to dif-

ferential equations and some illuminating examples. We find in §3 a sufficient

condition that a group's invariants uniquely characterize paths. The theory also

applies to pseudo groups having sufficiently regular behavior. All structures as-

sumed C°° (infinitely differentiable).

1. Invariants

1.1. Prolongations. Let M be a real C°°-manifold. Let G be a Lie group acting ef-

fectively as a transformation group of Cœ-homeomorphisms on M. If g e G, then

g : M ->M. Let 0 = {0} be the Lie algebra of vector fields on M induced by the

Lie algebra of G.

R is the real line, teR, xeM. A k-jet jk(x) with source t= ot(jk(x)) and target

x = ß(f,(x)) is the equivalence class of all C°°-functions x mapping a neighborhood

of t into M, which satisfy x(t) = x and have the first same fc derivatives at t. If

(xl,---,xn) are local coordinates on a neighborhood U of x, this fc-jet will be

specified by numbers t, x\ x[, x2, ••■,x¿; i = 1,•••,«, where

, _ d"xl(x(t))
Xh~      W~'

Jk(M) will denote the fc-jets of M. Then (i.x1,•••,x", x\,---,x"y,■••,xt1, ■■•,x"k)

are local coordinates for Jk(M) on ß~l(U). There are natural C"-projections

pk+':Jk+'(M) - AM), namely, pkk+r(f!+r(x)) = jk(x).

If a :M->M, there is a natural prolongation pk(g) :Jk(M) -* Jk(M), namely,

p\g)(jk(x)) =T,*(a ot). Hence G can be prolonged to a transformation group on
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J\M). Vector fields 0 = (dgt/dt)t=0 on M are prolonged to pk(9) = (dpk(gt)/dt)t=Q

on J\M). Let pk(0) = {/(0) 10 e 0}.

Similarly, if h:R-*R, there is a prolongation pfc(n)(jf(r)) =jJ(»)(T °h~1).

This corresponds to changing the variable t. Vector fields <p on R may thus be

prolonged to vector fields />*(</>) on Jk(M).

Later, exact expressions in local coordinates will be found for these prolonga-

tions. If g : M -> M and h : R -► R, then p\g) » p\h) = p\h) ° p\g). Hence if 0

and <¡) are vector fields on M and R respectively, then [pk(9), pk(<j>)~\ = 0.

([ ] denotes the Lie bracket.)

1.2. Paths. A path in M is a C °°-map x : [a,b] -> M. If X : [c,d] -> [a,6] is C00

and increasing, r ° 1 is considered equivalent to %. There is a natural prolongation

of T to p*(T) : [a,b] -» Jk(M) defined by /(t)(0 = ¿*(t).

If í denotes the coordinate on R, a*(dt) on Jk(M) will be denoted more shortly

by dt.

Definition 1.1. A 1-form on an open set of Jk(M) of the type Adt is invariant

under G when for every 0 e 0 or vector field (j> on R, the Lie derivative of Adt

with respect to pk(9) and pk(<¡>) is zero. Note that if \¡i is a vector field on Jk(M),

the Lie derivative of yldi with respect to ip is

[lM<fc] = <il/,dAydt + Ad«il/,dty).

This implies that /(#) * (Adt) = 4í¿f for all g eG.

1.3. Chen constants. The C/ien constants for a path t : [a,b] -» M with respect

to 1-forms A^dt, A2dt,---,Ardt on j'(Ai) are defined to be the infinite set of

numbers

\Ahdt--Atjdt,   l^ij^r;   7 = 1,2, •--

These integrals are defined inductively by

f Atdt =    [W))*GV0 =   f "Alitât,
J z Ja Ja

and if r, = t I [a,i],

Jt Atldt-Ahdt = £       ̂  ^.A-i^.,*] (p*(T))*(V0.

Following Chen [4], these A±dt,---,Atdt define an "exponential" mapping 0

on paths to the space of formal, noncommutative power series in indeterminants

Xu•■•,X, over R:

0(T) = 1 + f Z {[Ahdt-Ai^Xh-Xi¡
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(These integrals are of course defined only when p*(r)([a,i>]) is contained in the

domains of A^dt, ■■■,Ardt.)

Theorem 1.1. Let A^dt, ■■•,Ardt be invariant under G. If x is any path in M,

g any element of G, then the paths x and g ° x have the same Chen constants.

Proof.

f    Ajdt=   ¡bAj(j1(gox))dt=  ¡bAj°pk(g)(jk(x))dt
Jgox Ja Ja

=  ¡bAjUfc))dt=   f Ajdt.
Ja Jt

Since (g ° x), = g ° x„ equality for the other Chen constants also follows.

2. Differential equations

Next we study the partial differential equations satisfied by invariant 1-forms

Adt. All functions and forms are still assumed to be infinitely differentiable.

2.1. Formal derivatives. The following construction is due to M. Kuranishi.

A 1-form w on an open subset of Jk(M) is canonical when (pk(x))*(oj) = 0 for

all paths x. Let Sik denote the set of canonical 1-forms. Take local coordinates

(x1, •••,x") on the open set U in M. Then on ß~l{U), Jk(M) has local coordinates

(í.x'.xí.-.xa, i = l,-,n. If t:(í)^(x'(0), then p%x):(f)->(t,x\t), dx\t)/dt,
-,dkxXt)/dt).

Consider the 1-forms n¡, = dxh - xh+1dt; h = 1, •••, fc — 1, and n'0 = dx' - x\dt;

i = \,-,n, on ß~\U).

(rtT».oo-rf(-£r)  - wdí = 0-

Hence n'heSik for h = 0, 1, •••,fc-l. In fact, it may be shown that any <weQ*| v

is s 0 modulo {nlh} over the real-valued functions.

If g e G and a> e Sik, and x is any path in M, then Qj'Xt)) * ((pk(g)) * (co))=(pk(g °x))

* (œ) = 0, since g ° x is a path in M. Hence, Í2*is invariant.

It follows that if 0 e 0 is defined on an open subset of U, then ]_p\9), n¡,~] = 0

modulo {nlh}. Similar reasoning shows that if <p is a vector field on R, then

[/«>), 4] = 0 modulo {n'h,}.

If £ is a real-valued C°°-function on an open subset V of J\M), then on

(pkk+1)~\V) we define dF by

dF = (8F)dt modulo (Q*+1).

When Vcz ß~\U),

dF      dF   j dF   ,
OF = -=- + tt-tXÍ + ... + -5-;**+i-

dt      dx}   1 dx{ *+1
k
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The following lemmas may be proved by induction using the canonical forms

Lemma  2.1.   If 9 = 9J(d/dxJ) is a vector field on U, then

h
h=í       dx{

Lemma 2.2. If <¡) = £,(t)(d/dt) is a vector field on R, then on ß  l(U),

*»-*-* 2 [¿(:)*«4I-
2.2. Differential equations for integral invariants. Let Adt be an invariant

1-form on an open subset of ß~\U). If the Lie algebra 0 is generated by

9X = 9{(d/dxJ),   X — 1, "-,^0, A must satisfy

0 = [pk(9x), Adt} = (pk(9x), dA} dt + Ad({pk(9x), df»,

or,

Similarly, for every choice of ¿;(f) on R, A must satisfy

k      jht r    *

dt '

0_.M_   k    d^fk   lm\j dA} dj

0-t   3t     ¿,   dfi[jlh[h)Xm-k*1dxi\+Adt

Taking successively £ = 1, t, t2, •••, one obtains

(E2) A  = Z r,
k

z
m = l

s  dA
m dxi'

m

Thus, the following theorem is true.

Theorem 2.1. The 1-form Adt defined on an open subset of the coordinate

neighborhood /J_1(C/) is invariant under G if and only if equations (Et) and

and (E2) hold.

It is natural to ask whether more information could be gained by studying

more general invariant 1-forms on Jk(M). The following may be proved by in-

duction on fc.
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Proposition 2.1.   If
k

co = Adt + AjdxJ + Z A)dx{
» = i

is invariant on ß~l{U) in Jk(M), then

<o'=(a + Ajx{ +    Z Ahjx(+1\ dt

is invariant on Jk+1(M).

2.3. Complete integrability. Instead of solving equations (Ex) and (E2) it is

customary [6, §75] to introduce a new variable Fand a new system (E') with Fas

an unknown function of A,t,xi,xil,"-,xtk', i = 1, •••,«; namely,

0>ÍÍ1+ Y dh9J—-0 X- 1 - X
xdXj+ »r,   xdxi - °*        À ~ lt"*•'

3F

(E')
ft   = °'

A = 2, -..fc.

Theorem 2.2.    The system (E') is completely integrable.

Proof.   The following lemmas may be proved by induction arguments, after

which the theorem can be proved by direct computation.

Let £ be a real-valued C°°-function on an open subset of U.

Lemma 2.3.   If h^k,

t
dx

,,„„      £       ,  d{d"F)
hdTF = L mxm    \ .    .

m-1

Lemma 2.4.

h

where G is a function on Jh~l(M).

Lemma 2.5.

*    / „ \ ñíPhm       f ° if h<m,
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2.4. Examples, (a) Translations. Here, M = E" = Euclidean n-space. 0 is gen-

erated by {d/dx1| i = 1, ••-,«}. /(0) = 0. When fc = 1, (E') becomes

dV      ÔV

AM+x{exl = Q'

having solutions V = x{/A; j = 1,••-,«. Hence the invariant 1-forms on JJ(M)

are x[dt. The Chen constants of paths with respect to these invariant 1-forms are

the original invariants found by Chen.

(b) Motions. Let M = É2 = {(xl,x2)}. 0 is generated by d/dx1, d/dx2, and

x2(d/dxl)-x\d/dx2). p2(0) is generated by d/dx1, d/dx2, and x2(d/dxl)

- x\3Jdx2) + x\(d/dx\) - xKd/dxl) + x\(d/dx\) - x\(d/dx22). For fc=2 equations

(E') yield two independent solutions,

((*1)2+(*2)2)1/2 ^2-x2x2

A '       A[(x\)2 + (x2)2l

Hence if ds denotes arc length and 1/p denotes curvature, the invariant 1-forms on

J\M) are generated by ((x\)2 + (x2)2dt)l/2 = ds and

{(x\x22 - x2x2)/[(x\)2 + (x2)2]}dt = 1/pds.

In [4] Chen proved that the invariant 1-forms of example (a) are complete,

i.e., they essentially characterize paths under translations. This cannot be true

in general, especially if one allows the paths to have isolated discontinuities, as

Chen does. For example,

*'<Ha%,°/Îs1sî      and ,,(,) = {(..0)| OS, S 1}

have the same Chen constants with respect to ds and (\/p)ds, but cannot be ob-

tained from one another by motions. To show that this completeness may fail

no matter how large fc may be taken, consider the next example.

(c) Special linear group. M = £2, 0 is generated by

8        d      2  ô      ¿ó      j   d 2  d

fai'    dx^' X dx^' X dx^' X W   ~X dlâ'

For any fc, equations (Et) and (E2) contain the equations

dA      dA        , dA      ¿    , dA
= x + Ix2— = 0,

dx1      ôx2 dx1      »Ti      dx\

,   dA      i.     ! dA
x1 —+ L xlj-r = 0,

Sx2     »-i     dx\
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¿   , /  ,  dA 2dA\

Suppose Adt is invariant. Let x: (t) -► (i,r), 0 ^ r ^ 1. Then xh\p\x)) = x2(p\x)) = 0

if ft > 1 and x\(j>\x)) = x2(/(t)) = 1.

One finds from the above equations that A{p\x)) = 0. This means all the Chen

constants for x are the same as for the constant path. Since the special linear

group is a subgroup of the general projective group, the same conclusion holds

for that case.

(d) The existence of invariants depends on how the group acts. Let G =

{g = (a,b)\aeR, beR] and (a,b) ■ (a',b') = (aa',a'b + b').

If G acts on £2 by g{xl,x2) = (x\ax2 + b), then 0 is generated by d/dx2 and

x2(d/dx2). As in example (c) the path x : (t) -> (0,f), 0 g r ^ 1, has A{p\x)) = 0

for any invariant 1-form Adt on Jk(M).

However, if G acts by g(x1,x2) = (ax1 + b, ax2), then 0 is generated by d/dx1

and x1(d/dx1) + x2(d/dx2). Hence (x\/x2)dt and (x12/x2)a*i are invariant on J1(M)

where x2 # 0. The only path (not passing through x2 = 0) on which these in-

variants are identically zero is the constant path.

3. Completeness

3.1. Algebraic theory. Chen's invariants for translation groups possess re-

markable algebraic properties. Chen [4] considered paths which were piecewise

"regular," i.e., had nonvanishing tangent vectors at all but a finite number of

points and a finite number of jump discontinuities. Then the "product" x-o of

two paths x and a could be defined as well as "the inverse" t" .

Such a course could be imitated here, defining "piecewise C"-paths" in the

obvious way. As in [4], one can prove that the Chen constants for any invariant

1-forms under a group G satisfy 0(t ■ o) = 9(x) ■ 9{o). However, 0(t-t_1) need

not be 1 (cf. example (b) above). Hence 0(t_1) need not be 0(t)_1.

3.2. Characterization. Chen's invariants in [4] characterize paths under

translations : 0(t) = 9(a) implies x and ct are obtained from each other by trans-

lations and such operations as multiplication by yy"1 which do not change 0.

Example (c) shows that this property fails in general. Next, a criterion will be

given under which it does hold. (Recall that our paths are Cœ, hence such paths

as yy'1 do not enter into the considerations.)

Definition 3.1. Let Axdt, •■-,Ardt be invariant 1-forms under G on an open set

U cz Jk(M). Assume that for all sets fu •••,/. of r real-valued C°°-functions de-

fined on an open set V cz J?, the set

«r = {Xeoi-\V)n U\A¿X) =/,(«(X)), -,Ar(X) =/,(a(X))}

satisfies the following three conditions:
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(1) % is a submanifold of a" l(V) n U,

(2) pk(G) acts transitively on <%,

(3) Slk, the canonical 1-forms on Jk(M), satisfy dim Slk \% — dim % — 1 at all

points of <%.

Then G is called complete of order k with respect to Aydt, ■■■,Ardt on U.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be complete of order fc with respect to Aydt,---,Ardt on

U. Let a and x be two C°°-parfts on M such that p\a) and p\x) lie in U. If the

Chen constants of a and x with respect to Aydt,---,Ardt are identical, then

x = g °a for some g eG.

Proof. Suppose a and x have domains [a,ft] and [c,d], respectively. Define

C°°-paths a' and x' in E' = {(y\ •••,/)} by

a'(t) =^Ayopks(a)ds,~, jVpfcMs),

a-^t-^b; and similarly for x'.

Now, the Chen constants for a' under the translation group on Er coincide with

those for a with respect to Aydt, •■-,Ardt:

f  dyi¡-dy^=   f A^p^ds-A^op^ds
Ja' Ja

=      Ahdt — Atjdt ;

similarly for x' and x. By hypothesis, these constants for a' and x' are the same.

Since a' and x' are C°°-paths, they are irreducible, and it follows from [4, Theo-

rem 4.1] that x' can be obtained from a' by a translation. However, a'(a) = (0, --.O)

= x'(c). Hence a' and x' coincide. Hence, one can change parameters so that a'

and t' are both defined on [a,ft] and agree completely: a'(t) = t'(0-

After this change, let/^i) = Ay ° pk(a) = Ay°p\ (x), ■ -,fr(t) = A,opk(a) = Ar°pk,(x),

for a < t < ft. Then

* = {X e ot-'daM | Ay(X) =fy(a(X)),-,Ar(X) =fr(ot(X))}

is a submanifold of a_1((a,ft)) containing jk(a) and jk(x) for a < t < b. Since pk(G)

is transitive on ^c, there exists geG such that for any fixed i0 e (a,b),jk0(x) = j,k0(g°a).

Condition (3) of Definition 3.1 implies that the system of exterior differential

forms

dx' - x\dt, í = 1, ••-,«,

dxí_j - x'kdt, i= I,---,«,
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restricted to °U, is completely integrable and has unique solutions of degree 1

through each point of <%. jk(g ° a) and jk(x) are two such solutions through i0.

Therefore, jk(g °c)= jk(x) in a neighborhood of (0. Hence g ° o(t) = ß(jk(g ° er)

= ßOt CO) — T(0 m a neighborhood of t0. Since t0 is arbitrary, this equality holds

on (a,b), and by continuity on [a,ft].

Corollary. Let xt :\ai,b¡\-*M, i = 1,2, èe rwo C^-paths in the plane for

which (x\°p¡(x¡))2 + (xi°Pt(^i))2/ 0for te\at,b¡\. Let s¡(t) denote arc length

of xt measured from a¡ to t, K¡(t) the curvature ofx¡ at t. Then if

Fii = ~dt'    Fi2 = Ki~dt'    i = 1'2,

satisfy

f 'F^dt-F^dt = i 2 F2hdt-F2ijdt
Ja¡ Jai

for all tlt ••', ij = 1,2; / = 1,2,3, •••, then rt may be obtained from x2 by a

motion.

Proof. It suffices to observe that the group of motions is complete of order 2

with respect Xo A^dt = ((x\)2 + (x2)2)1/2di and

A2dt = {(x}x2 - x2x2)/[(x})2 + (x2)2]}di

on U = {X e J2(M) \ (x\)2 + (x2)2 # 0}.
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